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DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED DURING THE JOURNEY FROM BUDAPEST,
HUNGARY, TO AUGSBURG, GERMANY, TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS 

With the little that the hearts offer to God, the Creator repairs His Creation  and starts bringing back
to His path of love the souls that got lost.

The only thing the Heavenly Father needs, children, is that you deepen each day your own surrender
and holiness. It does not matter that you are not many, that you are not among the multitude
proclaiming peace. What matters is that in your hearts the kingdom of God be established, and that
within you there is a unique space, an inner abode for Him. May God call you, more than His
children, His companions, His instruments.

Each day, look for this grace of a true and profound surrender, a surrender that embraces, little by
little, the profound spaces of your consciousness, reaching what is called the subconscious. It is
there, in your inner world, in the deepest subconscious, where the history of humanity is kept, where
the Light of God begins to work with the whole human consciousness. In this way, children,
through you, the Father can heal each one of His children of this world and beyond it.

Everything is a matter of embracing with love the path of service that He calls you to live; of
allowing your most unknown nuclei to surrender to God and transform. And so, you will be
allowing the whole human consciousness to live a transformation and resume the path of Thought
and of the Divine Will. For this, I bless you and I offer you My eternal help.

Pray with Me and I will help you. Seek for My paternal presence and I will be with you, because for
this God sends Me to the world, to help you, to be a bridge for your souls and consciousnesses, to
help you to return to His Heavenly Heart.

Your Father and Friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph

 


